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Abstract. Directed self assembly (DSA) is a very promising patterning technology for the sub-7-nm technology
nodes, especially for via/contact layers. In the graphoepitaxy type of DSA, a complementary lithography
technique is used to print the guiding templates, where the block copolymer (BCP) phase-separates into regular
structures. Accordingly, the design-friendliness of a DSA-based technology is affected by several factors: the
complementary lithography technique, the legal guiding templates, the number of masks/exposures used to print
the templates, the related design rules, the forbidden patterns (hotspots), and the characteristics of the BCP.
Thus, foundries have a huge number of choices to make for a future DSA-based technology, affecting the
design-friendliness, and the cost of the technology. We propose a framework for DSA technology path-finding,
for via layers, to be used by the foundry as part of design and technology co-optimization. The framework
optimally evaluates a DSA-based technology in which an arbitrary lithography technique is used to print the
guiding templates, possibly using manymasks/exposures, and provides a design-friendliness metric. In addition,
if the evaluated technology is not design-friendly, the framework computes the minimum-cost technology change
that makes the technology design-friendly. The framework is used to evaluate technologies like DSA+193-nm
immersion (193i) lithography, DSA+extreme ultraviolet (EUV), and DSA+193i self-aligned double patterning.
For example, one study showed that one mask of EUV in a DSA+EUV technology can replace three masks of
193i in a DSA+193i technology. © 2017 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JMM.16.1.013505]
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1 Introduction
Directed self assembly (DSA) is a promising patterning
technique for the sub-7-nm nodes because of its inherent
pitch multiplication features and low cost,1 especially for
via layers. There are two main types of DSA: graphoepitaxy
and chemoepitaxy, but we focus on graphoepitaxy because it
is more appropriate for patterning of random features, and
this is required for via/contact layers.2 A diagram showing
graphoepitaxy is shown in Fig. 1. First, the guiding templates
are defined using a lithography technique, then the block
copolymer (BCP) undergoes annealing and self-assembles
into regular structures (cylindrical formations in this exam-
ple). This way, via holes with a pitch smaller than that
allowed by the lithography technique can be realized, as
shown in the case of the two neighboring holes in the
same guiding template in Fig. 1.

A DSA technology for via layers is characterized by a lot
of factors. First, a complementary lithography technique
is needed in graphoepitaxy to print the guiding templates.
The candidate complementary lithography techniques
include 193-nm immersion lithography (193i), extreme
ultraviolet (EUV) lithography, E-beam direct write, self-
aligned double patterning (SADP) as well as possibly any
other emergent technology. The choice of the complemen-
tary lithography technique will determine the legal guiding
templates. The legal templates, along with the BCP proper-
ties, determine the legal DSA groups, where a DSA group
is a set of vias that are to be patterned in the same guiding

template, as is the case for the two vias sharing the same
template in Fig. 1. For example if EUV or E-beam is
used, then the templates for more complicated DSA groups
(e.g., L-shaped groups) may be printed, whereas if 193i is
used then only collinear groups are allowed, as shown in
Fig. 2, due to the higher lithography variations in the case
of 193i which leads to higher defectivity in self-assembly.3

The BCP properties also determine the allowed contact/via
pitches that can be manufactured by self-assembly. Moreover,
the guiding templates may be patterned using several masks/
exposures [multiple patterning (MP)]. Finally, if the foundry
has a database of hotspots (forbidden patterns), it is required
to prohibit DSA groups that will lead to templates causing
any of the hotspots. These factors need to be evaluated dur-
ing the technology path-finding of future nodes using DSA.

We propose a DSA technology exploration framework for
via layers. The input to the framework is the specifications of
the technology to be explored and a benchmark layout. The
framework evaluates the technology, from the point of view
of design compliance and provides a design friendliness met-
ric. If the technology is not design-friendly, then the frame-
work computes the minimum-cost change to the technology
that would make it compliant to the provided benchmark
design. The objective of this framework is to be used by
the foundry for design and technology co-optimization
(DTCO) in order to develop a new technology node, and
not for processing large full chip-layouts for technologies
already in production.
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The contribution of this work can be summarized as
follows:

1. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first optimal
and general framework to be proposed for evaluation
of any DSA-based technology (using any complemen-
tary lithography technique) that can have multiple
masks/exposures to print the guiding templates.
(By optimal evaluation, we mean that given that the
assumptions employed in modeling the problem are
reasonable and justifiable, the mathematical formu-
lation is solved using an optimal solver, and not using
heuristics.)

2. Our framework manifests correct-by-construction
methods to avoid DSA templates that create technol-
ogy-specific hotspots.

3. If the evaluated technology is not design-friendly, the
framework computes the minimum-cost technology
change that makes the technology design-friendly.

4. Several novel technologies are evaluated using the
proposed framework, including DSA+EUV, DSA+
SADP, and DSA+E-beam.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 dis-
cusses the related work in the literature. Section 3 presents
an overview of the framework. Section 4 breaks down the
framework into a sequence of stages, and describes them
in detail. The integer linear program (ILP) formulation for
path-finding is presented in Sec. 5. Section 6 describes
the minimum-cost technology change computation. In
Sec. 7, we show case studies that have been performed
using the framework, followed by conclusion and future
work in Sec. 8.

2 Prior Work
The need for the co-optimization of BCP, design, and lithog-
raphy in order to find a design-friendly technology with
lithography-friendly guiding templates, using the minimum

number of mask/exposures, is emphasized by Ma et al.4

However, their work focuses on the selection of the BCP
and the guiding template dimensions to maximize the robust-
ness in self-assembly, and they do not offer methods for
optimizing the technology for design-friendliness. There is
a lot of research targeting the optimization and verification
of the guiding templates in order to generate the required
self-assembled shapes. Approaches in this category have
used the combinations of simulation and mathematical mod-
els as in the work of Ma et al.,5 machine learning as in the
work of Xiao et al.,6 level-set based algorithm with self-con-
sistent field theory in the work of Ouaknin et al.,7 in addition
to the experimental studies performed by Gharbi et al.1 Our
framework is not to be used for the purpose of optimizing
the templates for the robustness of the self-assembly process,
but it is used to determine the DSA groups that are important
for the design; generating the actual guiding template shapes
is not within the scope of this framework.

Another category of research aims at achieving DSA-
friendly design. For example, the design of a DSA-compliant
contact layer in standard cells has been studied by Du et al.,8

assuming single patterning (SP) of the guiding templates.
Yi et al.9 showed a design strategy (no automated design
methods) for standard cell design based on the requirements
of DSA technology, so it cannot be used to choose a design-
friendly technology. DSA-aware routing has been addressed
by Du et al.10 Shim et al.11 proposed a method for perturbing
the placement of standard cells, in order to decrease the DSA
defect probability. In addition, the traditional idea of dummy
via insertion has been revived in the works of Fang et al.12

and Ou et al.,13 with the new objective of DSA-compliance.
The work of Lin and Chang14,15 develops a cut redistribution
algorithm to be able to print cuts in gridded layouts using
DSA. The work of Wang et al.16 can find non-DSA-friendly
configurations by finding the configurations that result in
defective self-assembly through simulation. The third cat-
egory of research develops algorithms for hybrid technolo-
gies involving DSA, DSA+EUV, and DSA+MP for 193i.
Several works17–20 perform DSA-aware mask assignment
for DSA+193i technology. In addition, Ou et al.13 solved
the same problem while adding redundant vias, while Lin
et al.15 added cut redistribution. Karageorgos et al.21 solved
the same problem with a variable number of masks, but can
only run on a cluster of 15 vias at most, using exhaustive
enumeration of grouping and mask assignment options,
then they extend the work22 to employ heuristics for bigger
clusters of vias, potentially sacrificing optimality. Gronheid
et al.2 used experimental work to show advantages of using
DSA+EUV. None of the works on hybrid DSA technologies
offers the capability of modeling different and arbitrary DSA
technologies optimally on a macrolayout.

Fig. 1 DSA process for contact/via holes.

Fig. 2 Examples showing that the lithography technique used to print
DSA guiding templates affects the allowed DSA groups in (a) both
193i and EUV and (b) EUV not in 193i.
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3 Overview of the Framework
The overview of the framework is shown in Fig. 3. The
framework takes as input the specifications of the technology
under evaluation, which are the following:

BCP Specifications. These are the minimum pitch
to which the BCP can be compressed (min_dsa_pitch),
the maximum pitch to which the BCP can be stretched
(max_dsa_pitch), assembled holes dimension (via_width),
and the maximum allowed number of vias per DSA group
(max_g). [note that the natural pitch (L0) of the BCP lies
between min_dsa_pitch and max_dsa_pitch]. The max_g
constraint exists because earlier research has shown that
smaller DSA group sizes can lead to more robust self-
assembly.23

Number of masks. This is the number of masks/exposures
used to print the guiding templates, in case of MP.

Design rules. These include min_pitch_same_mask
which is the minimum allowed pitch on a mask, and
min_pitch_diff_mask which is the minimum allowed pitch
between any two guiding templates even if they are assigned
to different masks. (If the technology under evaluation
assumes that self-assembly is done one time only after
all litho etch steps [i.e., ðlitho − etchÞx þ DSA], then the
min_pitch_diff_mask rule should be satisfied even if the
shapes are assigned to different masks because of overlay
error. However, if the assumed process performs self-
assembly after each litho-etch step [i.e., ðlitho − etch −
DSA − etchÞx], then this rule is not needed and should be
set to zero.) Unidirectionality of the masks can also be
enforced dictating that the shapes on each mask should all
be in the same direction (vertical/horizontal).

Specifications of the legal DSA groups. These are the
properties of the allowed DSA groups. Properties include
manhattan only, collinear only, and equidistant vias only
(i.e., pairwise distances between neighboring vias in a DSA
group should be identical). Since the proposed framework is
intended to be capable of modeling any arbitrary technology,
the framework provides the option of defining a custom legal
grouping checker, which has properties different from the
options that are already provided, and this is done by imple-
menting a well-defined and simple interface for the grouping
checker and using the framework in an application program-
ming interface (API)-like fashion.

Hotspots database. These are the patterns that are forbid-
den by the technology under evaluation. More details are
provided in Sec. 4.5.

Cost rate of technology perturbation. These are the costs
of changing the technology. These costs are used by the
framework to compute the minimum-cost perturbation to
the technology that can make it design-compliant (more
details are in Sec. 6).

The definitions of the input parameters are summarized in
Table 1.

The output of the framework is a design-friendliness
metric for the technology, which is the number of violations
on the used benchmark. In addition, the framework shows
the resulting DSA groups for each mask/exposure.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first DTCO
framework that can be used to optimally evaluate any
DSA-based technology. (The framework is available for
download from Ref. 24.) The reasons for this generalization
capability are: first, the foundry can define and use its own
grouping checker with custom/nonconventional allowed or
restricted groups through the API. Second, a hotspots data-
base is used as input to the tool, in order to model any
forbidden via configurations that should not be allowed.

4 Components of the Directed-Self Assembly
Path-Finding Framework

The flow of the proposed framework is shown in Fig. 4. First,
the candidate DSA groups are generated. Then, the pairs of
groups that cannot coexist are determined. After that, the
group combinations that will result in a forbidden pattern

Fig. 3 Overview of the hybrid DSA technology exploration framework.

Table 1 Definition of input parameters.

Parameter Definition

min_dsa_pitch Minimum pitch to which the BCP
can be compressed

max_dsa_pitch Maximum pitch to which the BCP
can be stretched

max_g Maximum allowed number of vias per
DSA group

via_width Width of the via hole

min_pitch_same_mask Minimum allowed pitch on a mask

min_pitch_diff_mask Minimum allowed pitch between any
two guiding templates even if they are
assigned to different masks

Fig. 4 Flow of the DSA path-finding framework.
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if assigned to the same mask are found. Finally, the output of
the previous steps is used to formulate and solve an ILP that
simultaneously performs the group selection and assigns
the selected DSA groups including singletons to the masks.
(A singleton is a DSA group containing one via only.)

4.1 Layout Graph Construction

Given the via layer, a graph is constructed such that a graph
node is created for each via and a graph edge exists between
any two vias whose center-to-center distance is less than
min_pitch_same_mask. This step runs in OðnÞ, where n is
the number of vias.

4.2 Candidate Group Generation

All the candidate legal grouping options are generated in this
step, starting at each graph node. This is performed on two
stages:

1. Finding grouping options: Starting at a particular
graph node, the layout graph is used to find all the pos-
sible strongly connected subgraphs that contain this
node and with a number of nodes less than or equal
to max_g. This is done by a custom graph traversal
algorithm, which saves such subgraphs. This traversal
truncates the search from each subgraph as soon as it
contains max_g nodes. Practically, the number of
strongly connected subgraphs is not very large due
to the constraint that, for each node, we enumerate
only the subgraphs having a number of nodes less
than or equal to max_g. Assuming max_g has a
small value, which is usually the case due to DSA
yield issues,23 this process runs in OðnÞ, where n is
the number of vias. The analysis of this complexity
is as follows. Assume the average branching factor
(number of neighbors of a node) of the graph is b.
The desired maximum number of nodes in the strongly
connected subgraph is max_g. Then, we enumerate the
strongly connected subgraphs by finding all paths of
depth max_g or smaller, starting at each node in the
graph. So starting at a particular node, the number
of these paths is Oðb0 þ b1 þ b2þ · · · þbmax GÞ ¼
Oðbmax Gþ1Þ. Since we enumerate these paths starting
at each node, then the total number of strongly
connected subgraphs is Oðn � bmax Gþ1Þ. In the
case of our via graphs, b is the number of vias within
min_pitch_same_mask from a particular via, and this
number is usually small; and with max G usually
being a very small number (∼3), the complexity
becomes OðnÞ.

2. Finding candidate groups: Not all the grouping
options are valid DSA groups. Thus, a technology-
specific grouping checker is run on each grouping
option, in order to disqualify the noncompliant ones.
Grouping checkers are explained in Sec. 4.3.

4.3 Grouping Checkers

The specific requirements of the technology are modeled in
the technology-specific grouping checker used by the frame-
work. Some common checkers are provided, such as the
collinear grouping checker typically used for 193i and the
more flexible grouping checker, which is used for EUV

experiments. Other options are also provided, such as
requiring all neighboring vias inside the same group to be
equidistant. However, any different grouping checker,
which is very specific to any arbitrary technology under
evaluation, can also be customized through the API exposed
by the framework. Two examples of grouping checkers are
presented next.

4.3.1 193i grouping checker

In the 193i experiments, a manhattan and collinear grouping
checker is used. Given a grouping option represented as a set
of vias, the checker considers a group legal if all centers of
the vias are vertically or horizontally aligned (all vias must be
square shapes with a dimension equal to the assembled hole
diameter) and the center-to-center distance between every
two neighboring vias in the group is within the allowed
BCP pitch range.

4.3.2 EUV grouping checker

In the EUV experiments, it has been assumed that the legal
group can be any nonself-intersecting chain of vias. The
following groups are illegal:

1. Groups whose graphs, similar to the graph explained
in Sec. 4.1, have a cycle. This is because such groups
will require donut-shape templates in order to confine
the self assembly process, and such templates have
been assumed difficult to print.

2. Groups whose graphs have T-shapes or Fork struc-
tures, since it has been assumed that the self-assembly
in such a configuration has high defectivity due to
the existence of many corners leading to lithography
variation and lack of strong confinement3 (unless
high-NA EUV is in use, then such restriction can
be alleviated).

In addition, the distance between every two neighboring
vias must satisfy the BCP pitch range. Figure 5 shows some
examples of EUV groups that are legal in green, others that
are illegal in red, and a nonmanhattan group, which can
be determined legal or illegal according to the used knob
allowing or disallowing nonmanhattan neighborhood.

4.4 Mutually Exclusive (MUTEX) Groups Finder

A set of two or more DSA groups may not be allowed to
coexist even though each of them is a legal DSA group.
This can happen in the following cases:

MUTEX case 1. A set of groups has one (or more)
common via(s). Out of all the candidate groups
involving a certain via, only one group can be selected.
An example is shown in Fig. 6(a).

Fig. 5 Examples of legal and Illegal groups according to our EUV
grouping checker. A line between two vias means that distance
between their centers is less than min_pitch_same_mask.
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MUTEX case 2. Distance between two groups is smaller
than (min_pitch_diff_mask−via_width). Thus, only
one of these groups can be selected (see the definition
of the used rules in Sec. 3). An example is shown
in Fig. 6(b). Note that if one of the two groups in
MUTEX case 2 is a singleton (i.e., nongrouped via),
the nonsingleton group is removed from the grouping
options. This is because the nonsingleton group will
result in a design rule violation, regardless of which
mask it gets assigned to, even though the input via
layer is DRC-clean.

MUTEX case 3. Two groups overlap geometrically.
However, some processes may allow the groups to
overlap if they are assigned to different masks. (This
can be done if self-assembly is done for each mask
then the assembled holes are transferred to a hard
mask.) Thus, the input knobs of the framework can
disable this case. An example is shown in Fig. 6(c).

MUTEX case 4. Distance between two groups is smaller
than (min_pitch_same_mask−via_width). The two
groups can be selected only if they are assigned to
different masks. An example is shown in Fig. 6(d).

To find the MUTEX groups belonging to cases 2 to 4
described above, the neighborhood of each via is examined
in order to find such pairs of groups. For a quad-tree imple-
mentation of region query, finding MUTEX groups runs in
Oðn1.5Þ. MUTEX groups are fed into the ILP formulation
(Sec. 5.3).

4.5 Hot Spot to Group Selection Mapper

In addition to the MUTEX groups described in Sec. 4.4,
some groups cannot be assigned to the same mask because
they will cause hotspots, even though they satisfy the design
rules. A hotspot can be one of the following:

1. Lithographic hotspot. This is a low-yield pattern,
which is likely to cause a printing failure.25

2. Complex design rule. In advanced nodes, foundries
had to introduce a lot of complex 2-D and condi-
tional rules. These rules can require pattern-based
representation.26

3. Forbidden pattern due to the use of a restrictive pat-
terning technology like self-aligned MP.

Thus in order to have a correct evaluation for the technol-
ogy, the generated DSA templates must be hotspot-free.
Moreover, using forbidden patterns, the framework can be
used to model and evaluate any new technology with unusual
pattern-based requirements.

We use the same pattern representation proposed by Badr
et al.,27 in which the segment representation is used to encode

the groups of size two or bigger and the node representation
is used to encode the singletons. Both representations are
needed for every hotspot. For example, Fig. 7 shows an
example of a 2 × 2 hotspot and its group and singleton
representation, where the nodes and segments are written as
a binary string and stored as the equivalent number. Only
gridded layouts can have hotspots, in this framework.

A hotspot on a mask is defined by a list of segments that
are occupied by DSA groups, a list of segments that are
empty, a list of nodes that are filled due to singletons, and
a list of nodes that are empty (i.e., no singletons exist at
the node location).

The framework performs the grouping and mask assign-
ment such that none of the hotspots occurs in any window in
the mask. This is done by scanning all nonempty windows
and generating the forbidden combinations of groups. This is
performed in Oðk � nÞ, where k is the number of hotspots
and n is the number of vias. For each hotspot and for
each nonempty layout window, the following sets of groups
are defined:

On groups: Groups that need to exist in order to form the
hotspot. For every filled segment in the hotspot pattern, one
group that spans the segment must be on. Since one segment
can be filled by one of several candidate groups, there can
be several sets of on groups for a certain window and for
a certain hotspot.

Off groups: Groups that need to be absent in order to cre-
ate the hotspot. For every empty segment in the pattern, all
the groups that span it must be off. In addition, for every
occupied node, all the candidate groups of size bigger than
one for the via at this location (in the window) must be off
[i.e., the via at this location (if any) in the window must exist
as a singleton].

Absent singletons: Vias that need to be absent in order to
form the hotspot. For every empty node; the via existing
at this location (if any) in the window must not exist as
a singleton.

The forbidden group combinations will then be used in
the ILP.

For example, for the hypothetical hotspot shown in
Fig. 8(a) to exist in the layout window shown in Fig. 8(b),
there is only one set of on groups in this case and it is
fgfa;bgg, the set of off groups is fgfb;cg; gfc;dg; gfa;dgg, and
the set of absent singletons is {c}.

Fig. 6 Examples showing the four MUTEX groups cases. (a)–(d) MUTEX cases 1 to 4.

Fig. 7 A hotspot and its corresponding representation.
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5 Path-Finding Solution Using ILP
An ILP is used to do the group selection and mask assign-
ment for the selected groups, simultaneously. (In the case of
evaluating a single exposure technology, the same formu-
lation is used but there will be no mask or similarity varia-
bles, so the result is only the group selection.)

The used constraints are derived from the input to the
framework described in Sec. 3, the candidate DSA groups
as explained in Sec. 4.2, the MUTEX groups as described
in Sec. 4.4 as well as the forbidden group combinations
due to hotspots as explained in Sec. 4.5.

A conflict exists between two vias if their center-to-center
distance is less than min_pitch_same_mask; they are assigned
to the same mask and are not in the same DSA group.

The variables and notation used are explained in Table 2.
Although the ILP works for one mask (SP), two masks

[double patterning (DP)], three masks [triple patterning (TP)],
or four masks [quadruple patterning (QP)] or any higher
power of two, the mathematical formulation is presented
assuming four masks for the sake of simplicity of the nota-
tion. (In the case of TP, other constraints are added in order
to prohibit the unused mask bit combinations, similar to the
work of Yu et al.28 and Badr et al.18 Similarly, in order to
support the quintuple, sextuple patterning, or other number
of masks that is not a whole power of two, constraints are
needed to prevent the unused mask bit combinations.)

5.1 Objective Function

The objective function in Eq. (1) aims at minimizing the
number of conflicts. As explained earlier, a conflict exists
between two vias if there is a graph edge between them
and they are not in the same DSA group. Note that the objec-
tive function does not differentiate between two solutions of
different group selections, as long as both solutions have the
same number of conflicts. However, the cost function can be
modified to add a weighted sum for the groups, and to add
a weight to the sum of conflicts. The weight for each group
should be inversely proportional to the expected yield of the
group, and the sum of the weights of the chosen groups must
still be lower than the weight of one conflict. However, with
the absence of a succinct but accurate yield model, the notion
of optimality of the solution will be suspect, and thus we
avoid the weighted groups idea in the cost function

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;63;102minimize
X

i

X

j

cij: (1)

5.2 Constraints Between Vias

Constraints are added to assert the conflict variable between
two vias if there is a graph edge between them; they are
assigned to the same mask and none of the grouping options
including both vias is asserted, as shown in Eq. (2). To re-
present the problem in linear constraints, binary variables are
used to encode the mask number, like the work of Yu et al.28

The constraints in Eqs. (3)–(10) are used to assert the sim-
ilarity variable between any two vias if they are assigned to
the same mask, i.e., they force the similarity variable to be
the output of XNOR between the two corresponding mask
bits. For example, for a pair of vias i and j, if they are both
assigned to mask 3, then m1

i ¼ m1
j ¼ 1 and m2

i ¼ m2
j ¼ 1.

Accordingly, the similarity variables s1ij and s2ij are both

Fig. 8 Example showing the different sets of groups generated
for one hypothetical (a) hotspot and one (b) layout window. In this
example, on groups: fgfa;bgg, off groups: fgfb;cg; gfc;dg; gfa;dgg,
absent singletons: {c}.

Table 2 Notation used in ILP formulation.

cij Variable indicating if i ’th and j ’th vias are in conflict

mb
i b’th bit of mask variable of i ’th via

sbij Similarity variable indicating if b’th bit in mask of i ’th via
is identical to the b’th bit in mask of j ’th via

GEs Set of graph edges in the layout graph

Pk k ’th set of vias which can form a legal group

K Number of candidate groups

g I Flag indicating if the vias in set I are grouped. Variable
only exists if the vias in set I form a candidate group
and if jIj ≥ 2

dirðPk Þ Orientation of the candidate DSA group formed of Pk .
Value is v if vertical; h if horizontal; o if noncollinear.

Em m’th set of MUTEX DSA groups

M Number of sets of MUTEX DSA groups of
MUTEX cases 1 to 3

N Number of sets of MUTEX DSA groups of
MUTEX case 4

Notation for the hot spot prevention constraints

ONGh
wq q ’th set of ON groups for the h’th hotspot,

for the w ’th layout window

OFFGh
w Set of OFF groups for the h’th hotspot,

for the w ’th layout window

ASh
w Set of absent singletons for the h’th hotspot,

for the w ’th layout window

nh
wq Index of an arbitrary via in an arbitrary group in ONGh

wq

f hw Index of an arbitrary via in an arbitrary group in OFFGh
w

Nhy
wq y ’th group in ONGh

wq

Fhy
w y ’th group in OFFGh

w
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set to 1 due to Eqs. (3)–(10). In addition, the constraints in
Eqs. (11) and (12) are added in order to allow the selection of
the DSA group only if all the involved vias are assigned to
the same mask.

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;63;708s1ij þ s2ij −
X

k∈½1::K�
fi;jg⊆Pk

gPk
≤ cij þ 1 ∀ ði; jÞ ∈ GEs; (2)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;63;651s1ij ≥ 1 −m1
i −m1

j ∀ ði; jÞ ∈ GEs; (3)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;63;620s1ij ≤ 1 −m1
i þm1

j ∀ ði; jÞ ∈ GEs; (4)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e005;63;589s1ij ≤ 1þm1
i −m1

j ∀ ði; jÞ ∈ GEs; (5)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e006;63;558s1ij ≥ −1þm1
i þm1

j ∀ ði; jÞ ∈ GEs; (6)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e007;63;527s2ij ≥ 1 −m2
i −m2

j ∀ ði; jÞ ∈ GEs; (7)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e008;63;495s2ij ≤ 1 −m2
i þm2

j ∀ ði; jÞ ∈ GEs; (8)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e009;63;464s2ij ≤ 1þm2
i −m2

j ∀ ði; jÞ ∈ GEs; (9)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e010;63;433s2ij ≥ −1þm2
i þm2

j ∀ ði; jÞ ∈ GEs; (10)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e011;63;402s1ij ≥ gPk
∀ fi; j; kjði; jÞ ∈ GEs; fi; jg ⊆ Pk; k ∈ ½1: : : K�g;

(11)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e012;63;357s2ij ≥ gPk
∀ fi; j; kjði; jÞ ∈ GEs; fi; jg ⊆ Pk; k ∈ ½1: : : K�g:

(12)

5.3 Mutual Exclusive Group Constraints

As explained in Sec. 4.4, some groups cannot coexist due to
MUTEX cases 1 to 4.

5.3.1 Constraints for MUTEX cases 1 to 3

For MUTEX cases 1 to 3, constraints in Eq. (13) are gener-
ated to prohibit the selection of more than one group from
each set of MUTEX groups

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e013;63;209

X

g∈Ei

g ≤ 1 ∀ i ∈ ½1: : :M�: (13)

5.3.2 Constraints for MUTEX case 4

For MUTEX case 4, two mutually exclusive groups can
coexist only if they are assigned to different masks. The con-
straints in Eqs. (14) and (15) prevent every pair of MUTEX
groups of case 4 from being assigned to the same mask if
they are both selected, in the case of the two groups being
nonsingletons and in the case of one of the two groups being
a singleton, respectively

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e014;326;752

gA þ gB þ s1xy þ s2xy ≤ 3 ∀ n ∈ ½1: : : N�
s:t: En ¼ fA;Bg; jAj ≥ 2; jBj ≥ 2; x ∈ A; y ∈ B;

(14)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e015;326;695

gA þ s1xy þ s2xy ≤ 2 ∀ n ∈ ½1: : : N�
s:t: En ¼ fA;Bg; jAj ≥ 2; x ∈ A;B ¼ fyg: (15)

5.4 Hotspot Prevention Constraints

Constraints are added in order to prevent the existence of
guiding templates that create hotspots. As explained in
Sec. 4.5, for each hotspot pattern and a layout window,
there is one or more sets of on groups, a set of off groups,
and a set of absent singletons. Thus, the constraints in
Eq. (16) are generated in order to prevent at least one of
the required conditions for a hotspot from occurring on
any mask. That is, at least one of the on groups is not selected
or is not on the same mask as the rest, or one of the off groups
is selected and assigned to the same mask, or one of the
absent singletons is present on the same mask. The similarity
variables between the vias are used along with the grouping
variables (see Table 2) to enforce that

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e016;326;483

X

A∈ONGh
wq

gA þ
X

B∈OFFGh
w

ð1 − gBÞ þ
Xk¼2

k¼1

X

x∈AShw
x≠ðnhwqÞ

½1 − sk
xðnhwqÞ�

þ
Xk¼2

k¼1

Xy¼jONGh
wqj−1

y¼1

i∈Nhy
wq

j∈Nhðyþ1Þ
wq

i≠j

skij þ
Xk¼2

k¼1

Xz¼jOFFGh
wj−1

z¼1

i∈Fhz
w

j∈Fhðzþ1Þ
w

i≠j

skij þ
Xk¼2

k¼1

sðnhwqÞðfhwÞ

≤ 3ðjONGh
wqj þ jOFFGh

wjÞ þ 2jAShwj − 3 ∀ q; h; w:

(16)

5.5 Unidirectional Group Constraints

Unidirectional layers have become favorable in advanced
nodes using 193i in order to make the most benefit of polar-
ized illumination and off-axis Illumination.29 The framework
provides the option to force the formed groups on each mask
to follow a certain orientation (vertical or horizontal). For
unidirectional masks with QP, two masks are vertical and
the other two masks are horizontal; for TP, one mask is ver-
tical and the other two are horizontal or vice versa; finally for
DP, one mask is vertical and the other is horizontal. For QP,
the constraints in Eqs. (17) and (18) force each vertical group
to be assigned to mask 1 or mask 2 if the group is selected,
and each horizontal group to be assigned to mask 3 or mask 4
if the group is selected. A vertical group is a group of two or
more vias that are aligned on the same Y-axis, whereas a
horizontal group is a group of two or more vias that are
aligned on the same X-axis. Singletons are not constrained
to any direction because the template for a singleton is likely
to have aspect ratio of 1∶1 (Ref. 1)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e017;326;99gPk
þm1

i ≤ 1 ∀ fk; ijk ∈ ½1: : : K�; i ∈ Pk; dirðPkÞ ¼ ‘v 0g;
(17)
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EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e018;63;752gPk
−m1

i ≤ 0 ∀ fk; ijk ∈ ½1: : : K�; i ∈ Pk; dirðPkÞ ¼ ‘h 0g:
(18)

5.6 Parallelization

It is required to solve the ILP in parallel in order to reduce
runtime without sacrificing optimality. Thus, the connected
components30 of the graph are determined, and the ILP for
each connected component is constructed and solved inde-
pendently. Multiple threads are used to solve the ILPs for
the components.

6 Minimum-Cost Technology Fix
If the number of violations is not zero, meaning that the
technology is not design-friendly, we propose to find the
minimum change to the technology rules to ensure design
compliance. Note that we also allow some design rule
value changes that may require design fixes as well. Any
DSA-aware design flows that exist are captured in the design
benchmarks used. The technology parameters that are
allowed to change are the following:

Decreasing: min_pitch_same_mask which means
allowing a smaller distance on the same mask and may
translate to additional resolution enhancement cost. A cost
rate of changing this value by 1 nm is one of the inputs to
the framework.

Decreasing: min_pitch_diff_mask which means allowing
a smaller distance between any two DSA groups on different
masks and may translate to additional costs in overlay con-
trol and etch.

Increasing: max_dsa_pitch which indicates that the BCP
can be stretched to a longer distance and translates to costs in
resolution enhancement of templates and masks to get better
confinement or BCP optimization.

For the above three parameters, cost is expressed per nm
change.

Increasing: max_g, allowing larger DSA group sizes,
which translates to BCP optimization and/or better confine-
ment via enhanced resolution in printing templates.

Removing a specific hotspot: Each hotspot in the input
hotspots database can be removed, which can be achieved
by forcing a design change or a patterning/OPC change.

Removing the unidirectionality constraint: On the DSA
groups of each mask which again can require more aggres-
sive, expensive OPC, or incur yield loss.

Allowing DSA groups on different masks to overlap. The
constraint that prevents the existence of two geometrically
overlapping DSA groups on two different masks can be
relaxed. This comes at the cost of needing multiple self-
assembly steps in the process instead of one.

Using an alternative grouping checker. The alternative
grouping checker that allows grouping of any set of vias
is similar to the EUV grouping checker explained in
Sec. 4.2, with nonmanhattan groups allowed. This would
usually mean using a different, more expensive template
patterning scheme.

An ILP is formulated in order to find the minimum-cost
change to make the technology design-friendly.

6.1 Technology Change ILP Formulation

This ILP is a variant of the one explained in Sec. 5. The
added notation used in the ILP is shown in Table 3, showing

the technology change variables as well as their associated
costs. The technology change variables are similar to the idea
of elastic programming31 variables, except that in conven-
tional elastic programming, a different elastic variable is
added to each constraint that may need to be relaxed; but
here the same technology change variable is added to all
the constraints representing conflicts that will be resolved
by the technology change.

The objective function is to minimize the cost of the
selected technology changes, as shown in

Table 3 Notation used for minimum-cost technology change ILP.

e smd Variable indicating if min_pitch_same_mask is
relaxed to d

e dmd Variable indicating if min_pitch_diff_mask is
relaxed to d

e hi Variable indicating if the min-cost technology change
involves removing the i ’th hotspot

e u Variable indicating if the min-cost technology change
involves removing the unidirectionality constraint

eov Variable indicating if the overlap between templates
on different masks is part of the min-cost
technology change

e gcdx Variable indicating if the min-cost technology change
involves a relaxed grouping condition allowed by
the original grouping checker under evaluation,
max g ¼ x and max dsa pitch ¼ d

e agcdx Variable indicating if the min-cost technology change
involves a relaxed grouping condition allowed by
the alternative grouping checker, max g ¼ x and
max dsa pitch ¼ d

GCðg IÞ Set of grouping conditions (egcdx and e agcdx )
allowing the grouping of set of vias I

cost smd Cost of e smd which is the input cost rate of
changing min_pitch_same_mask multiplied by
ðd -min pitchsamemaskÞ. Default value of
cost rate is 2∕nm

costdmd Cost of e dmd which is the input cost rate of
changing min_pitch_diff_mask multiplied by
ðd -min pitchdiffmaskÞ. Default value of
cost rate is 2∕nm

costhi Cost of ehi (input). Default value is 1

costu Cost of eu (input). Default value is 1

costov Cost of eov (input). Default value is 4

costgcdx Cost of e gcdx which is the input cost rate of changing
max_dsa_pitch multiplied by ðd -max dsapitchÞ

costagcdx Cost of e agcdx which is the cost of the alternative
checker added to the product of the input cost rate
of changing max_dsa_pitch and ðd -max dsapitchÞ.
Default value of cost of the alternative checker is 10

disti j Distance between centers of vias i and j
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EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e019;63;752

minimize
X

d

cost smd � e dmd þ
X

d

cost smd � esm

þ
X

i

cost hi � e hi þ cost u � eu þ cost ov � e ov

þ
X

x

X

d

cost gcdx � e gcdx þ
X

x

X

d

cost agcdx � e agcdx:

(19)

The constraints in Sec. 5 have been modified in order to
add the technology modifications. Constraints of Eq. (2)
have been updated as shown in Eq. (20) where the technol-
ogy change variables that would solve the conflict, repre-
sented by the constraint, are added. The conflict can be
resolved by using a min_pitch_same_mask smaller than
distij, or using a bigger max_dsa_pitch or using the alterna-
tive grouping checker with same or bigger max_dsa_pitch.
The conflict removal due to grouping is reflected in the addi-
tion of groups, which means that K has increased. Moreover,
the conflict variables (cij) no longer exist, which means that
the solution is not allowed to have any conflict/violation

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e020;63;517s1ij þ s2ij −
X

k∈½1::K�
fi;jg⊆Pk

gPk
≤ 1þ

Xd¼distij

d¼1

e smd ∀ ði; jÞ ∈ GEs:

(20)

A constraint has been added to make sure that at most one
grouping condition is selected as shown in

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e021;63;419

X

x

X

d

e gcdx þ
X

x

X

d

e agcdx ≤ 1: (21)

Another constraint has been added to pick a grouping
condition variable enabling a certain group of vias, as
shown in

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e022;63;343

X

e∈PkðgIÞ
e ≥ gPk

∀ fkjk ∈ ½1: : : K�g: (22)

The constraints for MUTEX cases 2 and 4 in Eq. (13)
have been relaxed by adding the enabling change variables
e smd and e dmd, respectively, on the right-hand side (rhs)
of the constraint. Similarly, the constraints for MUTEX case
3 in Eq. (13) have been relaxed by adding the variable that
allows overlap (e_ov) between the groups on different masks
on the rhs of the constraint. Similarly, the hotspot constraints
in Eq. (16) have been relaxed by adding the corresponding
hotspot removal variable e hi on the rhs.

7 Case Studies and Results
In this section, we present several exploration studies that
have been done for DSA-based technologies using the pro-
posed framework. The explored complementary lithography
techniques include combinations of 193i, EUV, SADP, and
E-beam. It is worth noting that these experiments are only
examples to illustrate the usage of the framework. However,
the output of the framework will strongly depend on the
used parameters, thus the changing the parameters will lead
to different conclusions about the technology.

The framework is implemented in C++, using open access
for layout manipulation. IBM CPLEX was used to solve
the ILP. The experiments were run on a computing cluster,
with a maximum of four threads on four cores and a total of
80G of virtual memory. The benchmarks were synthesized,
placed, and routed using a projected 7-nm library from a
leading IP provider, then the layouts were scaled down to
5-nm layouts. After scaling, the via dimension is 15 nm.
All the experiments are performed on either the V1 layer or
the V3 layer. The number of vias on these two layers in
the used benchmarks is shown in Table 4.

The parameters used with different lithography tech-
niques are shown in Table 5.

7.1 DSA+EUV SP Versus DSA+193i TP

In this study, we explore the feasibility of using EUV with
one mask only to replace three masks in a 193i process to
print the guiding templates for V1 layer. As shown in
Table 5, a relatively big maximum group size was used
(max g ¼ 7); while in 193i a smaller group size was used
(max g ¼ 3) because the higher resolution of EUV can be
used to achieve strongly confining templates having peanut
shapes,2 which result in less placement error.23 For EUV,
two scenarios are compared: one in which only manhattan
DSA groups are allowed and one in which nonmanhattan
groups are allowed as well.

Table 4 Number of vias in test cases.

Test case Number of vias on V1 Number of vias on V3

AES 98,896 14,360

MIPS 86,939 7274

USB 99,366 7346

Table 5 Parameters used in studies.

Parameter Lithography Value

min_dsa_pitch All except SADP 27 nm

max_dsa_pitch All except SADP 51 nm

min_dsa_pitch SADP 48 nm

max_dsa_pitch SADP 50 nm

max_g 193i 3

max_g SADP 2

max_g EUV 7

min_pitch_same_mask 193i 90 nm

min_pitch_same_mask EUV 40 nm

min_pitch_diff_mask 193i 25 nm

min_pitch_diff_mask EUV 22 nm
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The results of the experiment, in Table 6, show that EUV
with nonmanhattan DSA groups can replace three masks of
193i since it has only one violation on one benchmark which
occurred because of an off-grid via. However, EUV with
manhattan groups only cannot. Our result for EUV with
nonmanhattan groups agrees with the claim and empirical
observation by Gronheid et al.2 that DSA+EUV SP can be
used to pattern via layer in 5-nm node.

7.2 DSA+193i TP+Unidirectional Templates Versus
DSA+193i TP+Bidirectional Templates

As explained in Sec. 5.5, restricting the shapes on a mask to a
certain direction can be beneficial to the process optimiza-
tion. In this experiment, we evaluate the design-friendliness
penalty of forcing all the groups on each mask to be unidi-
rectional, using TP in which two masks are horizontal and
one mask is vertical. The unidirectionality of the mask
shapes did not sacrifice design-friendliness as shown in
Table 7, which also shows the number of candidate DSA
groups resulting from Sec. 4.2 and the number of selected
DSA groups having more than one via in the design.
Results show that the number of DSA groups has decreased,
leading to more singletons (a guiding template printing one
via only), which is expected since the undirectionality con-
straint has limited some groups. The number of candidate
groups has not changed because the unidirectionality con-
straint has an effect only when the ILP is solved.

7.3 DSA+E-beam+193i

Hybrid lithography involving E-beam has already been stud-
ied in several works.32,33 In this experiment, we consider a
hybrid lithography process in which the guiding templates
for DSA are printed using 193i lithography. Then, the tem-
plates that violate the min_pitch_same_mask are printed
using E-beam, with the hope that the number of violations
would be small enough such that the throughput is still not
too low. The percentage of the vias that are in conflict and
require their templates to be printed using E-beam is shown
in Table 8. Assuming a threshold of 10%, it is clear that
E-beam can likely save one mask exposure.

7.4 DSA+193i SADP

In this experiment, we study the feasibility of using SADP
(using 193i) to pattern the templates for DSA. We use the
SADP decomposition method used by Xu et al.,34 in which
tracks are alternated between mandrel and nonmandrel and
the trim is used to create the vertical edges, which are the line
ends. We use the SADP-friendly design rules used by
Xu et al.,34 which have been adapted from the work of Luk-
Pat et al.35 These design rules are translated into pattern-
based rules (like hotspots). This experiment is run on the
V3 layer for 7-nm layouts (without scaling to 5 nm). SADP
is modeled as follows: the framework is run with one mask
only. The first SADP rule (OnTrackSpace) has been enforced
by setting min_pitch_same_mask to 59 nm, thus there is no
need for pattern-based enforcing of the OnTrackSpace rule.
However, the other three rules are enforced by representing

Table 6 Number of violations with SP EUV with manhattan DSA
groups only, SP EUV with manhattan, and nonmanhattan DSA
groups, 193i TP. Number of violations in case of 193i DP is also
shown.

Testcase

DSA+EUV SP
man.

DSA+EUV SP
nonman

DSA+
193i TP

DSA+
193i DP

Viol.
Runtime
(min) Viol.

Runtime
(min) Viol. Viol.

AES 134 5.9 0 6.2 0 5930

MIPS 186 10.6 1 5.12 0 3476

USB 152 7.76 0 6.97 0 3977

Table 7 Bidirectional DSA templates versus unidirectional templates on each mask (two horizontal masks and one vertical) versus on V1, using
DSA+193i TP: number of violations, number of candidate groups, and number of selected groups.

Testcase

DSA+193i TP DSA+193i TP

Bidirectional Unidirectional

Viol. Num cand. groups Num groups Runtime (min) Viol. Num cand. groups Num groups Runtime (min)

AES 0 54885 7432 2.8 0 54885 5819 2.9

MIPS 0 49587 5691 2.18 0 49587 4816 2.68

USB 0 56038 6666 3.3 0 56038 5618 3.4

Table 8 DSA+193i+E-beam: percentage of shapes to print with E-
beam with 193i and different number of masks.

Testcase

DSA+193i
SP+E-beam

DSA+193i
DP+E-beam

DSA+193i
TP+E-beam

% of
E-beam

Runtime
(s)

% of
E-beam

Runtime
(s)

% of
E-beam

Runtime
(s)

AES 92% 2.2 9% 2.5 0% 2.8

MIPS 88% 2.1 7% 2.5 0% 2.18

USB 89% 3.3 8% 3.2 0% 3.288
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the possible design rule violation as a forbidden pattern (hot-
spot), to be avoided. We used the following rule values:34

s r ¼ 50 nm, w r ¼ 50 nm, w e ¼ 5 nm, and w sp ¼
40 nm. No minimum area rule was enforced. The forbidden
patterns used to model the OffTrackOverlap rule are shown
in Fig. 9 and those used to model the OffTrackSpace rule are
shown in Fig. 10. The patterns required to enforce the
OffTrackOffset happen to be already included among the pat-
terns of OffTrackOverlap rule. All the patterns are input to
the framework in the format described by Badr et al.27 and
shown in Fig. 7.

Since SADP is more appropriate for regular layouts, we
assume that the printed templates are all squares (for single-
tons) or rectangles (for groups of size two). Thus, we assume
the templates do not have peanut shapes and this can increase
the placement error of self-assembled holes.23 To compen-
sate, we allowed only groups of size two maximum, and
we restricted the range of the self-assembly pitch to 2 nm:
48 to 50 nm. The guiding templates were designed as ellipses
by Gharbi et al.1 with an aspect ratio of 2∶1 to print groups of
size two, and with an aspect ratio of 1∶1 to print singletons
(dimension of square template for a singleton was assumed
to be 40 nm). We adopt the same aspect ratio, but our
templates are rectangles.

The results are shown in Table 9. We compare safe SADP,
where trim edges can only print the vertical edges of the
shapes and thus trim edges always lie in the middle of
the sidewall; sensitive SADP, where trim edges are allowed
to coincide with the spacer edge to have more relaxed design
rules, eliminating the need for the OffTrackSpace rule;
and SP. The overlay-sensitive SADP has a few violations,
whereas safe SADP is not appropriate for patterning the
templates in this scenario.

Fig. 9 The forbidden patterns used to model SADP-friendly rule OffTrackOverlap, defined by Xu et al.34

l2 is the value of the OffTrackOverlap rule.

Fig. 10 The forbidden patterns used to model SADP-friendly ruleOffTrackSpace, defined by Xu et al.34 l3
is the value of the OffTrackSpace rule.

Table 9 Number of violations with overlay-safe SADP, overlay-
sensitive SADP and SP on V3 layer.

Testcase

DSA+SADP safe
DSA+SADP
sensitive DSA+193i SP

Viol. Runtime (s) Viol. Runtime (s) Viol. Runtime (s)

AES 1169 12 17 28 1618 12

MIPS 342 13 9 22 468 9

USB 350 13 5 13 452 8
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7.5 Minimum-Cost Technology Fix Experiments

As explained in Sec. 6, if the technology under evaluation
is not friendly to the design, then the framework finds the
minimum-cost change to the technology to remove all the
violations. The computation of the technology change is run
using one thread with maximum virtual memory of 16G. We
do not use graph decomposition methods to solve it, because
the technology change is global across the whole benchmark
even if there are disconnected subgraphs of vias. The
runtimes for the technology change finder ranges between
30 s to 4 h on our benchmarks. We used the default cost
parameter values mentioned in Table 3.

7.5.1 DSA+193i DP

The use of DSA+193i DP was shown to be insufficient to
pattern the guiding templates of V1 layer, as shown in
Table 6. The benchmarks have pairs of vias that cannot
be grouped because the two vias form an inclined DSA
group [Fig. 11(a)] which is considered illegal by the used
193i grouping checker and the distance between the two
vias is greater than the max_dsa_pitch [Fig. 11(b)]. In
such cases, DSA was unable to resolve the violation
through grouping. However, these were not the only rea-
sons for failure; the minimum pitch is also too constrained
for the dimensions and the configurations in the 5-nm

layouts leading to DP decomposition errors. A snippet of
the result of decomposition and grouping for DSA+193i
DP is shown in Fig. 12.

The computed technology fix is to change max_dsa_pitch
to 60 nm (instead of 51 nm) and change min_pitch_same_
mask to 78 nm (instead of 90 nm). The cost of the technology
change is 41. Changing the cost parameters can result in
different solutions.

7.5.2 DSA+SP EUV using manhattan DSA groups
only

The results of using DSA+SP EUV with manhattan DSA
groups only are shown in Table 6. The computed technology
fix is to decrease the min_pitch_same_mask to 35 nm
(instead of 40 nm), at a cost of 9. Using the alternative group-
ing checker that allows nonmanhattan groups would have
removed the violations, but at a higher cost of 10.

7.5.3 DSA+SADP on V3

In the scenario of using DSA+safe SADP to print the V3
layer (Table 9), the suggested technology fix is to remove
9 out of 12 forbidden patterns representing the DSA rules.
While for DSA+sensitive SADP, the suggested technology fix
is to remove three out of six forbidden patterns. Interpreting
this as a technology fix would mean violating SADP con-
straints. However, in this case, the technology fix is rather
interpreted as removing the indicated patterns from the design,
so the only way to be able to use DSA+SADP and benefit
from the overlay advantages of SADP is to have a correct
by construction DSA+SADP-aware design.

8 Conclusion
We have proposed a framework that can be used for path-
finding for the hybrid DSA technologies in which a comple-
mentary lithography technique that is possibly multipat-
terned is used to print the guiding templates. Given the
choice of the allowed groups, number of masks, design and
mask rules, characteristics of BCP, and hotspots, the frame-
work reports design-friendliness on the provided bench-
marks. The framework is generic in the sense that it can
be used to evaluate any type of hybrid DSA technology.
Several case studies have been shown, including studies
in which the complementary lithography technique is
193-nm immersion lithography, EUV, SADP, and E-beam.
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